Dash Cam

Commercial Dash Cam Solution

Protect your commercial fleet, drivers and your business.
MiFleet offers piece of mind with its fully integrated dash cam monitoring solution into its comprehensive fleet management
application. Video footage of your fleet’s performance is continuously recorded until a harsh driver behavior triggers a video clip of
before and after the event to be transmitted for remote monitoring. MiFleet + Vision offers operations managers the evidence and
training tools to coach its drivers and protect the fleet from false claims.

Features & Benefits
How It Works

Discover the power of a Dash Cam.

Easy as 1. 2. 3.

1
Install

2
Drive

3

4G LTE CELLULAR / WIFI HD DASH CAM
LTE Cellular Connectivity with SD Card
Storage ensures video recordings are
captured, recorded and delivered.

PROTECT COMPANY DRIVERS FROM

FULL HD VIDEO (1080p)
Full HD 1080p video with HDR and
Infrared LED for low-light recording and
night vision.

EXONERATE A DRIVER WITH VIDEO

REAL-TIME DRIVER ALERTS
Incident event recording & video playback
using a cloud-based web application.

IMPROVE DRIVER SAFETY VIA VIDEO

AUTOMATIC CLOUD UPLOAD
3 months of online video storage.

REDUCE INSURANCE FRAUD
Defend your driver and stop false claims
about their performance.

RUGGED
Purpose-built for commercial applications.

RECORD DRIVER BEHAVIOR & THE RESULTS
Categorize video events to aid in driver
coaching and management.

FALSE CLAIMS
Recorded video protects your company
drivers when they are in the right and are
accused of wrong doing.

PROOF
Defend your drivers with proof of their
actions.

TRAINING
Coach company drivers & improve driver
retention.

Monitor
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Dash Cam

Commercial Dash Cam Solution

MiFleet + Vision: Seamlessly Integrated
into your Fleet Management Solution.
Enhance your fleet’s performance, improve driver safety and lower your risk of fraudulent claims
against your dedicated drivers. Protect your fleet with MiFleet + Vision.
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